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There is not a described method to count the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons, avoiding false-positive and false-negative
results. The aim of this manuscript is to provide guidelines for a secure and accurate method to calculate a threshold to select
which core of c-Fos-positive neurons marked by immunofluorescence has to be scored. A background percentage was
calculated by dividing the intensity value (0 to 255) of the core of c-Fos-positive neurons by its surrounding background from
the 8-bit images obtained in a previous study. Using the background percentage from 20% up to 98%, raising 2% once for each
score, as threshold to choose which core has to be counted, a script was written for the R program to count the number of the
c-Fos-positive neurons and the comparison between control and experimental groups. The differences of the average number
of the core counted c-Fos-positive neurons between control and experimental groups, at all thresholds studied, showed a rising
value related to an increase of the background percentage threshold as well as a decrease of its p value related to an increase of
the threshold of background percentage. For the smallest thresholds (high intensity of label), the differences between groups
are suppressed (false negative). However, for the biggest thresholds (nonspecific label), these differences are always the same
(false positive). Therefore, to avoid the false-negative and the false-positive values, it was chosen as the threshold of 62% the
inflection point of the linear regression, which is equally different from the biggest and smallest values of the differences
between groups.

1. Introduction

Fos protein is composed of 380 amino acids that form a het-
erodimer with Jun to bind itself to the DNA and promote a
variety of actions in the cell. It can be produced 15 minutes
after stimulation because it is a product of the immediate
early gene c-Fos [1]. Its expression is an indirect marker
for neuronal activity because it is frequently expressed after
the neurons spike an action potential [2, 3]. Likewise, a con-
ditional fear can inhibit the c-Fos mRNA expression in the
animals stimulated to produce Fos protein. Such suppres-
sion indicates the repression of neural activity [4].

Immunofluorescence to Fos protein is a widespread pro-
cedure used by neuroscientists to study both excitatory [2,
3] and inhibitory [4] activations in the neural circuits [2,
5–7]. It has been used in qualitative studies to show the acti-
vation of the neurons in the central nervous system after a
specific stimulus [8, 9]. Besides, it has also been used in
quantitative studies, in which the number of c-Fos-positive
neurons is counted to evaluate the recruitment of the neu-
rons in the neural circuit nuclei. These quantitative studies
have been used to evaluate the action of new medicines in
the central nervous system, mainly to include a test to anal-
gesic approach [10–14].
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The methods used to core count c-Fos-positive neurons
are not well described in the literature. The vast majority
of the works do not provide details on the method used to
core count c-Fos-positive neurons [6, 15].

To count the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons in the
immunofluorescence images, it is necessary to overcome two
issues: the variability of the core label intensity between differ-
ent images (outside variability) and the gradient of the core
label intensity inside of each image (inside variability). To con-
trol the influence of both the outside and the inside variabil-
ities during the counting process of the core labels of c-Fos-
positive neurons, there is not a described method capable of
avoiding the false-positive and false-negative results. Aiming
to fill that gap in the literature, this manuscript provides a
secure and accurate method to count the core label of c-Fos-
positive neurons marked by immunofluorescence.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Protocol. From a previous study [16],
images of the experimental and control groups were selected
to be used on the core count protocol proposed by this
study. The core label of c-Fos-positive neurons was counted
using several thresholds, from 20% up to 98%, raising 2%
once, to compare control and experimental groups. After
that, it was applied the inflection point of the linear regres-
sion, which is equally different from the biggest and smallest
values of the differences between groups.

2.2. Image Acquisition. The 8-bit images were acquired with
a CM10 camera of the IX81 Olympus microscopy, using 20x
objective and fluorescence filter (U-FBWA) to Alexa Fluor
488. The frequency of the opening of the diaphragm was
kept at 2 seconds.

2.3. Image Analysis. On each acquired image from the ventro-
lateral region of the PAG [16], the core of c-Fos-positive neu-

rons was clicked, as well as the background around it, using a
Cell Counter (Written by Kurt De Vos) plug-in for Image J
software (NIH, USA). Subsequently, the intensity value (0 to
255) of the core of c-Fos-positive neurons was obtained, as
well as the background around it, by clicking on the “Measure”
button of the Cell Counter plug-in. These clicks on the core
label and the background around it on the acquired image
occurred, even when the core was overly weakly labeled. After
that, the intensity value of the background around the core
label was divided by the intensity value of the core label. As
the intensity value of the core label was always higher than
the intensity value of the background around it, the quotient
obtained by that division was expressed by a percentage value
which represents the background percentage of the core
label. Therefore, the background percentage represents the
quotient between the intensity of the background label
(around the core label) and the intensity of the core label.
Then, the R program was used to run a script, to write for
the authors, to calculate the background percentage, and to
count the marked c-Fos-positive neurons on the all thresh-
olds (from 20% up to 98%, raising 2% once, of the back-
ground percentage) proposed in this study.

2.4. Statistical Analysis. All the calculations were made using
the R statistic program [17]. The data obtained were
expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean, and
the differences were evaluated through the Wilcoxon test
[18]. Those with a p value less than 0.05 were considered
as significant.

3. Results

The background of image 1(b) has an intensity value
(around 99) bigger than several core labels of image 1(a)
(55 and 44). These differences of the intensity value between
these images (1(a) and 1(b)) characterize the outside vari-
ability. In Figure 1, the intensity value of the core label of

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The variability of the intensity label of the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons. Photomicrography (200x) of the periaqueductal
gray showing the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons of the two animals ((a, b)) submitted (both) to the treatment with MEKR (400mg/kg;
p.o. in the previous study [16]). The numbers below the arrows represent the intensity value of the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons. The
values inside the circle represent the average of the intensity value of the background in the selected area limited by the circle.
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c-Fos-positive neurons inside picture 1(a) ranges from 44 to
178, and its background is around 50. This gradient of the
core label intensity characterizes the inside variability, at
some parts of the image 1(a); the smallest intensity label of
the core can be smaller than its background label. Because
of the variability (outside and inside), this work proposes
to use the background percentage, obtained by division of
the intensity value of the background image by core label,
as a threshold to choose which core has to be scored. It
was used several background percentages as a threshold,
from 20% up to 98%, raising 2% once, to count the core label
of the c-Fos-positive neurons (Figure 2).

Figure 2 shows the c-Fos-positive neurons (arrows) on
the PAG in the mouse brain after either vehicle (a) or MEKR
(b) treatment. The number of c-Fos-positive neurons acti-
vated on the PAG is raised by the MEKR (p < 0:05) treat-
ment, as demonstrated in previous research by our group
[16]. Using the script below, the number of c-Fos-positive
neurons was counted.

In Figure 3, the average number of the core counts of the
c-Fos-positive neurons in the PAG for all calculated back-
ground percentage thresholds (from 20% up to 98%, raising
2%) was plotted. Between control and experimental groups
shows, on this plot, a rise in the difference of the average
number of the core counts for c-Fos-positive neurons related
to the increase of the background threshold, except for both
extremes of the curves. For the smallest thresholds (high
intensity of label), the differences between groups are sup-
pressed (false negative). However, for the biggest thresholds
(nonspecific label), these differences are always the same
(false positive).

After evaluating the core count average number, the
value of p on the Wilcoxon test for the differences
between control and experimental groups at all thresholds
was studied (Figure 4). It was observed a decrease in the p
values related to the increase in the threshold of the back-
ground percentage.

Therefore, to avoid the false-negative and the false-
positive values, it was chosen as the threshold of 62%
(Figure 5). This value represents the inflection point of the
linear regression, which is equally different from the biggest
and smallest values of the differences between groups.

4. Discussion

The proposed method in this manuscript uses mathemati-
cal language to calculate a safe threshold to the core count
of c-Fos-positive neurons marked by immunofluorescence.

The results demonstrated that, for the weak core labels,
the background percentage showed high intensity values
(around 80%). On the other hand, for the strong core labels,
the background percentage showed low intensity values
(around 20%). Hence, to select which core label had to be
counted, the background percentage was used as a threshold.
Thereby, many counts of the core label were made with a
threshold from 20% to 98%, raising 2% once. For each
threshold, the amount of the core label of c-Fos-positive
neurons for the control was measured, as well as for the
experimental groups. Moreover, the p value was calculated
using a Wilcoxon test and analyzed whether there was a sig-
nificant difference between the groups studied.

In Figure 3, that difference between control and experi-
mental groups was observed because the increase on the
average number of the core counted c-Fos-positive neurons
was more intense in experimental than in the control group.
This was an expected result because the control group does
not have many c-Fos-positive neurons, whereas the experi-
mental group has a lot of c-Fos-positive neurons. This
higher core counts in the experimental group were due to
the pharmacological effect produced by MEKR [16].

For thresholds ranging from 20% to 30%, the average
number of the core count was not significantly different,
whether it was compared to the control against the experi-
mental groups (Figure 3), and the p value was higher than

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The effect of MEKR treatment in c-Fos expression. Photomicrography (200x) of the periaqueductal gray showing core label
(arrows) of c-Fos-positive neurons after treatment with MEKR (b) or vehicle (a).
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#install.packages("ggplot2")
#install.packages("Rmisc")
#install.packages("rio")
require(ggplot2)
require(Rmisc)
require(rio)
setwd("C:\\Users\\PC\\Dropbox\\Trabalho\\W")
data=read.table("Results.txt",head=TRUE) #Import Result.txt file
#data=read.table(file.choose(),head=TRUE) #Import Result.txt file
sig = 0:05 #Significance Level
threshold=seq(from=0.2, to=0.99, by=0.02) #Threshold limits
####### Organizes the data set, performs the neuron count and applies the Wilcoxon test ######
i=1
while(i <= nrow(data)){

data[i,6]=data[i+1,5]/data[i,5]
i = i + 2

}
data<- subset(data, !is.na(data[,6]))
l= 1
for(j in 1:length(threshold)){

for(i in 1:nrow(data)){
if(data½i, 6� < = threshold½j�)

data½i, 7� = 1
else

data½i, 7� = 0
}
aggre1=aggregate(data[,7], by=list(data[,1],data[,2]), sum)
if(j == 1){
result.graph=data.frame(matrix(NA, ncol=3, nrow=nrow(aggre1)∗length(threshold)))
result.count=data.frame(matrix(NA, ncol=(length(threshold)+2), nrow=nrow(aggre1)))
result.wilcoxon=data.frame(matrix(NA, ncol=3, nrow=length(threshold)))
result.count[,1]=aggre1[,1];result.count[,2]=aggre1[,2]
colnames(result.graph)=c("Animals","X","Threshold")
colnames(result.wilcoxon)=c("Threshold","W","p-value")
colnames(result.count)=c("Type","Slice",paste("Threshold", threshold∗100,sep=""))

}
result.count[,j+2]=aggre1[,3]
for(k in 1:nrow(aggre1)){
if(aggre1½k, 1� == 1)

result.graph[l,1]="EXP"
else

result.graph[l,1]="CTRL"
result.graph[l,2]=aggre1[k,3]

result.graph[l,3]=threshold[j]∗100
w=wilcox.test(aggre1[aggre1[,1]==1,3], aggre1[aggre1[,1]==2,3],alternative="two.side")
result.wilcoxon[j,1]=threshold[j]∗100; result.wilcoxon[j,2]=w$statistic; result.wilcoxon[j,3]=w$p.value
l = l + 1
}

}
#Export file with Wilcoxon test results
export(result.wilcoxon, file = "Result_Wilcoxon.xlsx", overwrite = TRUE)
#resultados das contagens
export(result.count, file = "Result_Contagem.xlsx", overwrite = TRUE)
################### Averages Chart ###################
tgc <- summarySE(result.graph, measurevar="X", groupvars=c("Animals","Threshold"))
ggplot(tgc, aes(x=Threshold, y=X, colour=Animals)) +

labs(x="Background percentage threshold (%)") +
labs(y="Average number of the core count of c-Fos-positive neurons") +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=X-se, ymax=X+se), colour="black", width=1) +
theme_bw() +

Code 1: Continued.
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0.05 (Figure 4). For these threshold levels, only a few cores
are counted in the experimental group because there are
not many neurons with extraordinarily high intensity of
the core label. These results indicate that counting only neu-
rons with high intensity of the core label can provoke a type
II error, i.e., a “false-negative” result.

For thresholds from 78% to 98% (Figure 3), the average
number of the core count showed a significant difference
between control and experimental groups with an extremely
small p value (p < 0:001). However, the comparison inside
the same group, either the control group or the experimental
group, did not show differences in the average number of the

geom_point(aes(shape=Animals),size=3, colour="black") +
annotate("text", x = result.wilcoxon[result.wilcoxon[,3]<sig,1],

y = tgc[tgc$Threshold >= min(result.wilcoxon[result.wilcoxon[,3]<sig,1]) &
tgc$Threshold <= max(result.wilcoxon[result.wilcoxon[,3]<sig,1]) & tgc$Animals=="EXP",4]+

tgc[tgc$Threshold >= min(result.wilcoxon[result.wilcoxon[,3]<sig,1]) &
tgc$Threshold <= max(result.wilcoxon[result.wilcoxon[,3]<sig,1]) & tgc$Animals=="EXP",6]+1

label = "∗", cex=6)
ggsave(filename = "Average number of the core count of c-Fos-positive neurons.tiff",

scale = 2:2, dpi = 300)
################### Graphic p-valor ###################
tiff(filename = "p value vs Background percentage threshold.tiff")
plot(result.wilcoxon[,3] ~ result.wilcoxon[,1], type="p", pch=20,

xlab="Background percentage threshold (%)", ylab="p value")
lines(c(sig, sig)~c(result.wilcoxon[1],result.wilcoxon[length(result.wilcoxon[,1]),1]), lty=3)
dev.off()
############# Nonlinear Regression #########################
tgc <- summarySE(result.graph, measurevar="X", groupvars=c("Animals","Threshold"))
tgc2=subset(tgc, tgc$Animals=="EXP")
reg=as.data.frame(matrix(NA, ncol=4, nrow=3))
colnames(reg)=c("Parameters", "Estimate", "Std. Error", "Pr(>|t|)")
y=tgc2$X
x=tgc2$Threshold
result = nlsðy ~ A̲/ð1 + exp ð−ðB0 + B1 ∗ xÞÞÞ,start = listðA = 100, B0 = −5, B1 = 0:1ÞÞ
mod=summary(result)
reg[,1]=rownames(mod$coefficients)
reg[,2]=mod$coefficients[,1]
reg[,3]=mod$coefficients[,2]
reg[,4]=mod$coefficients[,4]
reg[1, 5]="Inflection Point"
reg[1, 6]="Count of c-Fos-positive neurons"
reg[1, 7]="Background percentage threshold (%)"
reg[2, 6]=mod$coefficients[1]/2
reg[2, 7]=-mod$coefficients[2]/mod$coefficients[3]
export(reg, file = "Result_Non_Linear_Regression.xlsx", overwrite = TRUE)
##
tgc2[,8]=mod$coefficients[1]/(1+exp(-(mod$coefficients[2]+mod$coefficients[3]∗x)))
colnames(tgc2)[8]="est"
# Gr?fico com todos os grupos
ggplot(tgc, aes(x=Threshold, y=X, colour=Animals)) +

labs(x="Background percentage threshold (%)") +
labs(y="Average number of the core count of c-Fos-positive neurons") +
geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=X-se, ymax=X+se), colour="black", width=1) +
theme_bw() +
xlim(min(tgc2$Threshold)-2, max(tgc2$Threshold)+2) +
geom_point(aes(shape=Animals),size=3, colour="black") +
geom_line(data = tgc2, aes(x = Threshold, y = est), size =1.5, color="red") +
geom_segment(aes(x = reg[2, 7], y = 0, xend = reg[2, 7], yend = reg[2, 6]),

size=1, colour="red", linetype = "dashed") +
geom_segment(aes(x = min(tgc2$Threshold)-2, y = reg[2, 6], xend = reg[2, 7],

yend = reg[2, 6]),size = 1, colour="red", linetype = "dashed")
ggsave(filename = "Nonlinear Regression Adjustment.tiff",

scale = 2:2, dpi = 300)

Code 1: Script for R proggram.
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core count. The probable reason for it is the weak stain of the
core label for this threshold range. For a weak stain, it is dif-
ficult to differentiate the core label of the background around
it. In Figure 1(a), the intensity of the background percentage
around the core label was indicated by a circle for different
thresholds. The core label cannot be clearly differentiated
from the background around it for thresholds from 78% to
98%. Therefore, using this threshold range makes it hard
to differentiate specific from nonspecific binding from the
artifact labels. These difficulties can provoke a type I error,
i.e., a “false-positive” result.

“False-negative” results are equally damaging to sci-
ence as “false-positive” results, since both can generate
a cascade of errors producing consequences that are often
incalculable [19].

To choose which threshold should be the most indicated
for the core count, a linear correlation was made, and the
results showed its inflection point as threshold 62% in
Figure 5.

In the literature, there are several methods to core count
c-Fos-positive neurons. The most frequently used consists of
counting cells by clicking on them, using the common sense
to establish a threshold to separate the background from the
specific label [6]. This method cannot be safe if the differ-
ences between experimental and control groups are tiny.

In our method to core count c-Fos-positive neurons, we
also click on the core label of the neurons to count c-Fos-
positive neurons. Thus, all core labels are clicked, even if
the core label is not so intense. However, unlike the tradi-
tional methods, our method resides at the decision of which
core has to be counted and which does not. In our method, a
mathematical threshold is established to decide which core
has to be counted and which does not. That way, all nucleus
cells are clicked, but not all of them are counted. Just the
cores with a background intensity of 62% or lower than
the intensity of the core label is counted.

Other works have used a threshold limit with a fixed
value [8, 20] to choose which cores have to be counted and
which does not. That is a good strategy, but using the same
threshold for all immunofluorescence pictures cannot be so
efficient because the value of the background usually has a
considerable variation, even if camera’s diaphragm is kept
at the same frequency during the acquisition process.
Because the method described in this paper uses a percent-
age background of the label as value, not a fixed value, all
variation in the intensity of the core label can be normalized,
avoiding “false-positive and false-negative” results.

The proposed method allows to evaluate more accurately
the core count of c-Fos-positive neurons marked by immuno-
fluorescence, allowing a reduction of the number of animals.

This manuscript offers an additional tool to improve the
production of neuroscience studies, for which animals and
humans will benefit.
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Figure 3: Counts of the core label of c-Fos-positive neurons in the periaqueductal gray. The average number of the core label scored
according to background percentage on periaqueductal gray on control (Ctrl) and experimental (Exp) groups.
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5. Conclusions

Figure 5 shows that for background percentage values
greater than 62%, there is no increase in the difference
between the experimental and control groups. Therefore,
62% is the maximum threshold that allows counting the c-
Fos-positive neurons safely. From that, considering the vary-
ing average number of the core label of c-Fos-positive neu-
rons and the behavior of the p value of Wilcoxon test on
the threshold of the background studied, it should be advis-
able to use a threshold of 62% of the background percentage
(Figure 5) to select which cores has to be counted.

Data Availability

The script, source images, and data used to support the find-
ings of this study have been deposited in http://www.lb.ufs
.br/threshold/.
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